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Fresh Thinking and Fresh Innovation create a Fresh Perspective

How does the TimeWick work? 
Oil releases into the TimeWick reservoir at a steady rate. As the reservoir �lls, the 
state of the art sintered polymer wick quickly absorbs the oil, releasing the 
fragrance into the air. The oil will continue to evaporate o� of the wick, distributing 
the fragrance evenly.  As the wick dries out, capillary action drives oil to any porous 
spots, re�lling the wick with fresh oil. The process will repeat for 60 days until the 
oil has evaporated. The system  is completed by the attractive dispenser housing 
designed to protect the re�ll cartridge while maintaining maximum air �ow 
characteristics.

• Completely passive; no power source
• Best fragrances in the market
• Small dispenser and refill for discreet fragrancing
• Attractive design
• Easy to use
• Tamper resistant
• Fits similar dispensers
• Highly cost effective 
• Low VOCs
• 60-day refill life
• Fragrances contain high powered odor counteractants
• Linear fragrance dispersion 
• Covers 3000 Cubic Feet
• Contains spill protection up to 45 degree tilt

Fragrance Chart

Luscious Citrus Mango Cucumber Country Sundried Floral Xtreme
Apple Twist Smoothie Melon Garden Linen Fantasy Citrus

Moderate Stronger
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Sundried Linen (67-6111TM)
As air �ows through the cotton sheets that sway back and forth in a 
springtime dance, the warm breeze carries the simple yet de�ning scent 
of fresh cleaned linens drying on a warm day. TimeWick’s Sundried 
Linen fragrance allows you to enjoy this whenever you choose… 
wherever you are.

Citrus Twist (67-6108TM)
A knife slices through bundles of lemons, limes, oranges – the kitchen 
�lls with a citrus mist.  Juices lay on the cutting board, infusing the air 
with the refreshing sweetness. Use this fragrance whenever you want 
to infuse an area with the mouth-watering tang of TimeWick’s Citrus 
Twist.

Luscious Apple (67-6101TM)
If you walked into an apple orchard on a bright sunny day, plucked a 
shiny red apple o� the nearest branch and took a huge, juicy bite, you’d 
know the exact feeling and fragrance TimeWick’s Luscious Apple has 
duplicated.

Floral Fantasy (67-6109TM) 
You open the doors to a �orist shop, the pleasant aroma of freshly cut 
�owers warms your senses as you experience the sweet scent of 
honeysuckle, the fresh bloom of jasmine on a perfect spring day and the 
warm fragrance of Easter lily.  TimeWick’s Floral Fantasy �lls every day with 
the scent of freshly cut �owers.

Xtreme Citrus (67-6115TM) 
Bursting with intense citrus notes from South American limes, lemons, 
oranges and various tropical citrus notes, Xtreme Citrus delivers 
maximum fragrancing that can only be described as extreme.

Mango Smoothie (67-6160TM)
Imagine the �avor of golden mangos, sun-ripened to the point of juicy 
perfection. Feel the cool refreshment encompass your senses. 
Stimulate your sense of smell with the TimeWick Mango Smoothie 
Fragrance.  

Cucumber Melon (67-6110TM)
Cool honeydew melon combined with fresh cucumber and a hint of 
musk bound to conjure memories of crisp spring mornings is the 
essence of TimeWick Cucumber Melon.

Country Garden (67-6122TM)
The sensation of walking through a garden, surrounded by a blend of 
perfectly blooming violet, tea rose, ylang ylang, and lily of the valley 
that can only be found under the most delicate conditions and only 
described as perfection has �nally been captured in TimeWick’s Country 
Garden. 

Natural (67-6140TM)
Developed from a unique blend of essential oils and natural extracts 
for the sole purpose of eliminating odors, Natural e�ectively removes 
odors without masking them, creating a fresh, scentless area. Natural 
is non-toxic and non-hazardous.


